
1. Refer to the photos above and on the packaging while assembling.
2. Please prepare the tools needed: utility knife, scissors, ruler, etc. 
3. Use the cutting template to cut materials, to prevent mistakes. Start
cutting from the edges of the fabrics and follow the templates closely,
otherwise you might run out of material. 
4. Certain fabrics, beads, wood pieces may look slightly different from 
tthe photos due to supplier availability.
5. Children must be accompanied by an adult. 
6. Follow the instructions below to test the LED lights.
Warning: Do not plug wires into power outlets. Do not use more 
batteries than recommended. 

Do not directly attach the
wires to a battery with your
hands.

Connect the wires to the battery
box, then turn on the switch to
test it.







Fold A4 along the dashed Blue line,
then cut along the Red line. 

The side of A1-2 with the 
dashed lines should be placed
on the side with the hole. 

Cut out two pieces of A4 into
 the size shown below.



Use A1-27 to wrap up B1 and glue as shown.

Glue the paper parts onto A2 paperboard and cut out everything for later use.



Glue B3 onto A1-35, within the 
outlined frames (Do not fold).

(Top 
view)

(Bottom
view)

Glue B2 onto A1-34, within the
outlined frames. (Do not fold)



(Before assembling, please test the LED light by connecting it to the battery box.)

Cut C6 into the above lengths
and bend as shown.



Glue the A6 bulb onto the 
lamp hole position on B5.

Put the A6 wires through the hole on B6, then 
glue the cabinet onto the position outlined in white.

(Front)        (Back)

Put the two A6 wires through the corresponding 
wire holes, then attach B6 board and the kitchen counter.

(Please test the LED light 
prior to assembling.)



Paint the sides black with 
a pen (pen not included). 



Wind C5 around the toaster
and glue it. Do this twice
at the positions shown.

Gently cut off some of the rubber
cover from C5 then pull out the wire.





Cut and bend C3 into
the sizes shown above.

Use the flower pot to cover up the
LED bulb then place the other items.

Spread out the petals
as shown. 

Cut out C13 using the pink paper template.
Roll it up along the red area. 



Attach all the previously made items on
the corresponding positions shown.



Use A5 to wrap up the
exposed copper wires, 
to prevent short circuit.

Cut each wire to make the
length even, then twist
the same coloured wires
together. Put the battery box in

the paper box. 

Scratch along the dashed
line gently with a knife to
make folding easier.



Batteries not included;
AG13/LR44 batteries required.

Tear off the protective sheet then 
glue the dust covers together.

Place 3 batteries inside,
face down. Put the cover
back on with a screwdriver.

(bottom)      (front)

Remove the dead batteries.

Twist the screws
out to open the
cover.


